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1. Introduction 

 
Rigwe (Irigwe) is a Plateau language of the Central sub-group, spoken by people living in  Miango (SW of Jos), Kwall 
and several other hamlets in Bassa local government, Plateau State and Kauru local government, Kaduna State, 
Nigeria. According to D.A. Daniel and J.K. Barry, An Outline of Irigwe Phonology and Grammar (1983), data 
collected from electoral rolls estimates a total Rigwe population at over 60,000. However, Ethnologue (2005) repeats a 
UBS figure of 40,000 dating from 1985 for the number of Rigwe speakers. The Rigwe language has a very little 
dialectal variation among speakers. 
 
Although some work on writing the Rigwe language began in 1919, followed by irregular vernacular publications, for 
example the Katikism /Irigwe Catechism/ (Anon 1935), nine NT books (1935), Irigwe Hymnbook (1986), Alphabet 
chart (1986), the analysis of Rigwe phonology has remained at best incomplete. A more comprehensive overview of 
the history of the Rigwe orthography is contained in Reading and Writing Irigwe (2006), a product of the Irigwe 
Language and Bible Translation Project. This booklet is the main source of current Rigwe orthographic practice 
although it does not provide proof for its assessment of the Rigwe sound system. 
 
No published reference book has noted the correct ethnonyms of the Rigwe people. These are; 
 

One Rigwe person ƴîɾìgʷȅ
Rigwe people yíɾìgʷȅ
Rigwe language ɾȉgʷȅ

 
It can be seen from this that ‘Rigwe’ would be a better general name for the people and language and there is current 
interest in changing to this name, reflected in the title of the present paper. 
 
Rigwe has been classified with Izere in the South-Central subgroup of Plateau (Gerhardt 1989) a view reprised in 
Crozier & Blench (1992). The evidence for this is limited although some comparative data is included in Gerhardt 
(1983). However, as the present paper will show it has developed a very distinctive phonology. The only other detailed 
account of a related language is Follingstad (1991) which describes Tyap (Kataf) which has a rich system of 
fortis/lenis contrasts quite unlike Rigwe. 
 
 
2. The Rigwe sound system 

 
2.1 Overview: Rigwe Phonemes 
 
Rigwe is notable for its extremely rich phonemic system. A number of phonemes only occur once and it is a moot 
point as to whether they can be described as integrated into the phonological system. The source of this appears to be a 
combination of the erosion and rebuilding of CV prefixes and pervasive palatal and labial prosodies possibly arising 
from former pluralisation strategies. In addition, past contact with Chadic languages is probably responsible for both a 
lateral fricative and low-frequency preglottalised consonants. 
 
Tones are described in more detail in §3. but are marked throughout this paper as follows; 
 

High ʹ 
Mid Unmarked 
Mid over a nasal or /i/ ¯ 
Low ˋ 
Extra-Low ˵ 
Falling ^ 
High-mid fall ᷇ 
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2.2 Vowels 
 
Rigwe vowels are shown in Table 1; 
 

Table 1. Rigwe vowels 
Vowels Front Central Back 
High i    ii     ĩ  u      uu      ũ 
Close-Mid e   ee     ẽ   
Open-Mid ɛ   ɛɛ     ɛ ̃  ɔ      ɔɔ      ɔ ̃
Low  a      aa       ã  

 
The doubled vowels have been described as long vowels in other publications. However, they are better treated as 
sequences of two identical vowels, especially as they often bear distinct tones. Vowel copying between syllables is 
pervasive in Rigwe and they have probably arisen from intervocalic consonant deletion. 
 
There are no clear examples of nasalised doubled vowels. Nasalised vowels are comparatively rare in the overall 
lexicon and there are strong restrictions on their occurrence; they can only follow /ɾ/, /h/ and /ʍ/. 
 
Rigwe has sequences of CVŋ contrasting with CṼŋ for some vowels, showing that the nasalisation is not conditioned 
in words with this structure. However, this cannot be demonstrated for all vowels; no contrast has been found for /a/ 
and /ɛ/. However, it is assumed by analogy that these sequences are in principle contrastive for all vowels. The 
following pairs show a contrast for the other vowels; 
 
/iŋ/ contrasts with /ĩŋ/ 

ɾíŋ seeing ɾı ̃́ŋ̄ asking
 
/uŋ/ contrasts with /ũŋ/ 

huŋ ᷇ to know ɾɔhù ̃́ ŋ̄ the leaf
 
/ɔŋ/ contrasts with /ɔ̃ŋ/ 

hɔ́ŋ to hear ʍɔ̃̀ŋ ̄ at the joint
 
/eŋ/ contrasts with /ẽŋ/ 

ʍéŋ̄ the handle ʍe ̃́ŋ the fish
 
Final –ŋ (usually syllabic and tone-bearing) is typically a determiner for nouns, hence the probable origin of most of 
the above sequences. 
 
Rigwe words are dominated by front and central vowels; back vowels are statistically quite rare in the overall lexicon. 
As a consequence, many initial consonants only occur with front or front and central vowels. Whether this is a result of 
phonotactic restrictions or simply reflects the relative rarity of back vowels remains to be seen.  
 
The vowels are set out below with evidence for their phonemic status; 
 
/i/ High front vowel 
 
/i/ contrasts with /ii/ 
 

ɾitʃí head ɾitʃiî egg 
íɟʲé cliff ììɟê locust 
ɬí to sieve, k.o. ant ɬìî k.o. bird
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/i/ contrasts with /ĩ/ 
 

ɾî to see ɾĩ̂ sling 
ʍí new ʍĩ́ to burn food in a pot

 
Mid front vowels 
 
/e/ Close mid front vowel 
 
Contrast between /e/ and /ɛ/ 
 

ɾé to touch ɾɛ not sufficient 
dê to praise dɛ̀ mother 
tʃé life tʃɛ́ love 
bé come! bɛ́ to block off a hole
té to sent tɛ́ to chew 

 
/e/ contrasts with /ee/ 
 

tʃʲé to multiply by tʃʲeê walking
dê to praise edeê beard 
ììɟê locust íɟeê rib 

 
/e/ contrasts with /ẽ/ 
 

ɾé to touch ɾẽ́ anger 
ʍé dry, wound ʍẽ̂ fish pl. 
ɾʷé to tie èèɾʷẽ́ locust bean tree

 
/ɛ/ Open mid front vowel 
 
/ɛ/ contrasts with /ɛɛ/ 

dʒɛ̏dʒɛ̏ tall ɾìdʒɛ̀ɛ̂ sickle
kpɛ̂ to lick ɾikpɛɛ̂ spear 
cɛ̀cɛŋ̀ ̄  white cɛ́ɲcɛɛ̂ bat 

 
/ɛ/ contrasts with /ɛ/̃ 
 

ɾɛ not sufficient ɾɛ̃́ deaf 
ʍʲɛ́ to polish, rub ʍʲɛ̃̂ to close

 
/a/ is a low central vowel 
 
/a/ contrasts with /aa/ 
 

ka to separate kaâ farm 
ʧȁnʧȁ better ʧàńʧàâ wet 
brâ to deceive braâ steep slope

 
/a/ contrasts with /ã/ 
 

aʍá bowl ʍã to pinch 
ɾá to refuse, reject ɾã́ŋ quietness
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/u/ is a high back vowel 
 
/u/ contrasts with /uu/ 
 

ɾuhú sickness ɾuhuû knee 
nu to dislocate nùúre needle 
úʃʷɔ̀ cheek ùúʃʷɔ shrub sp.

 
/u/ contrasts with /ũ/ 
 

hɾu to jump hɾũ̀ mucus
hu to know ɾɔ̀hṹ leaf 

 
/ɔ/ is a close-mid back vowel 
 
Rigwe has an unbalanced vowel system, as there are no clear examples of contrast between /ɔ/ and /o/. 
 
/ɔ/ contrasts with /ɔɔ/ 
 

ʨʷɔ́ work ʨʷɔ̀ɔ̂ five 
ɔ́ŋgɔ́ plate ɔ̀ɔ́gɔ́ clock < Hausa
rɔ́ bitter rɔ̀ɔ́ male name 
ɾuvɔ́ hole ɾuj˳ʷuvɔɔ̂ fat 

 
/ɔ/ contrasts with /ɔ̃/ 
 

hɔ̂ to hear ʍɔ̃́ swollen joint
 
 
Vowel harmony 
 
Rigwe also operates vowel harmony based on a front/back opposition; nearly all words have only front or back vowels 
while the central vowel can combine with either set. Rare exceptions appear to be recent loanwords or compounds.  
 
Co-occurrence of front vowels 
 

ɾèńtɕì saliva 
kɛ́ʃê to arrive earlier
ɾȅvȉ dream 
nɛhı̂ ̃̂  evening 
míǹtɕè morning 
ɾinɛ meat 
ŋ̀gɛri cricket 
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Back vowels co-occurring 
 

ɾuvɔ́ hole 
ɔtú day 
ɾutɔ́ sweet 
úúʃʷɔ̏ cheek 
ùúj˳ʷuvɔɔ̂ butterfly
ɾuj˳ʷuvɔɔ̂ fat 
zɔŋ́ ̄ gɾu room 
ɾunɔ building 

 
Co-occurrence of vowels with the central vowel; 
 

halí to grind roughly
ŋgrà ̀ ʃʷɔ̀ lizard 
ɾuba mud 
kàádɔ rain coat 
ewémȁ ring 
ewéná girl 
ɾisá beauty 
àâwô no 

 
Almost all exceptions to the vowel harmony rule are loanwords or compounds;  
 

dɛ̀.mùɾʲè leafy vegetable (compound)
tʃɛ̀.útɕuŋ᷇᷇ beginning (compound) 
nùúre needle (<Hausa) 
gùɾe gallon (<Hausa) 
dúgʷɛ digger (< English) 
tɔrı̀ ́ dysentery (<English) 
ɱfù ́ ɾɛ́ iron rod 

 
It is notable that these words do not contain the central vowel /a/ or the high front vowel /i/ and are usually high back 
plus mid front. 
 
 
Vowel copying between syllables 
 
Vowel copying is also very common; in other words, V2 is often identical to V1. A high proportion of multi-syllabic 
Rigwe words have the same vowel in all syllables and the likelihood is that this arose from the assimilation of CV 
prefixes with underspecified V. Examples; 
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àátá granary 
áha because 
bámbà ̀ side 
bȁȁɾȁ wide 
edeê beard 
dʒendʒe intelligent 
gɛ́ʒɛ́ persecution, suffering 
ɛgʷɛ́ bow 
tʃìntʃí suffering 
fȉhȉ k.o. grass 
ɔ́ŋgɔ́ plate 
ɾɔ̀ʃʷɔ̀ blood 
dùɾu k.o. grasshopper 
kúŋgú short 

 
 
2.3 Consonants 
 
2.3.1 Consonant phonemes 
 
Rigwe consonants are shown in Table 2, together with their labialised and palatalised counterparts; 
 

Table 2. Rigwe consonants 

 Bilabial Labial
-
dental 

Dental Alveolar Palato-
alveolar 

Palatal Velar Labial-
velar 

Glottal 

Plosive   vl 
             vd 

p   pʲ 
b   bʲ 

  t 
d 

 c  cʲ   cʷ 
ɟ   ɟʲ   ɟʷ 

k  kʷ 
g  gʷ 

kp  
gb 

 

Nasal    vd m mʲ (mʷ) (ɱ)  n  ɲ      ɲʷ ŋ   ŋʷ  ŋʷʲ ŋm  
Fricative vl 
             vd 

 f    (fʲ) 
v   (vʲ) 

 
ð        ðʲ 

s 
z 

ʃ        ʃʷ 
ʒ        ʒʷ 

  ʍ  ʍʲ 
 

h   hʲ 

Affricate vl 
             vd 

(ψ)   ts    tsʲ 
 

tʃ       tʃʷ 
dʒ     dʒʷ 

ʨ      ʨʷ    

Flapped  vd 
Trill       vd 

ʙ   ɾ    ɾʲ    ɾʷ 
r    rʲ    rʷ 

     

Lateral    l     lʲ      
Lateral-
fricative  vl 

   ɬ      

Appro  vl  
           vd           

              j˳ʷ 
j        jʷ 

  
w  wʲ 

 

 
Rigwe is remarkable for the very large number of possible consonants plus modification in initial position. Many of 
these are extremely rare in the overall lexicon and may only occur once or twice. It is therefore not always possible to 
provide unambiguous proof of their phonemic status. Rigwe also permits preglottalisation, prenasalisation and clusters 
with /l/, /ɾ/ and /r/ as well as combinations of many of these. 
 
There is no evidence that these contrasts are in marginal words such as idiophones and exclamations. Almost all seem 
to occur in the standard lexicon. 
 
2.3.2 Types of consonant modification 
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Preglottalisation 
 
Preglottalisation is not marked on the phonemic chart, since it only occurs with scattered consonants and then only on 
single words. The consonants that can be preglottalised are as follows; 
 
/’k/ 
 

’kɔ́ stomach pain kɔ́ fight, to pack pl.
’kúɱvú k.o. calabash kùɱvú male name 

 
/’kp/ 
 

’kpâ he-goat, hill kpâ pounding
’kpɛ́ insect sp., male name kpɛ̂ to lick 

 
/’gb/ 

’gbê male lizard ŋ́mgbé and
’gbâ cock ŋ̀mgba big 

 
/’gʷ ~ gʷ/ 

’gʷî female name
’gʷre crow 

 
No evidence for contrast with /gʷ/ has been found and it is possible this is an example of free variation.  
 
/’s/ 
 

’súnú pepper sûsúkù exclamation to start a story
 
/’c/ 

’cɛ̂ cocoyam cɛ̀cɛŋ̀ ̄ white
 
/’ʃʷ/ 
 

’ʃʷȅ hare ʃʷé to drink
’ʃʷâ hero ʃʷá ten 

 
/’ʍ/ 

’ʍẽ̏ fish sg. ʍẽ̂ fish pl.
 
/’ʍʲ/ 

’ʍʲȅ two in counting ʍʲe to count, read
’ʍʲɛ̏ evil, wickedness ʍʲɛ́ to polish, rub 

 
/’j/ 

’jîɾìgʷȅ Rigwe person jíɾìgʷȅ Rigwe 
 
/’b/ 

’bɛ́ father bɛ́ to block up a hole
 
The presence of a rare preglottalised series may reflect ancient contact with Chadic languages as this is otherwise 
almost absent in Plateau languages. 
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Palatalisation 
 
Palatalisation is an extremely common strategy to form related word families in Plateau languages. One of the 
consequences of this is that consonants already defined as palatal in IPA terms can be further palatalised. Thus /tʃ/ 
appears to contrast with /tʃʲ/. This is analysed here pro tem as a sequence of /tʃ/ + /i/ although this is rather 
unsatisfactory since there also appears to be a contrast between tone-bearing syllabic and non-syllabic /i/. In some 
ways, /tʃʲ/ still looks like a better solution. The consonants that can be palatalised are listed on the chart. 
 
 
Consonant plus lateral, flap and trill sequences; 
 
Rigwe is rich in lateral and rhotic prosodies. Restrictions on co-occurrence with following vowels show no evident 
pattern and may simply be an accident of the small sample of words with these sequences. 
 
C + /l/ sequences 
 
gl 

glɛ̀ baboon 
glé to tickle 
glɔ̏ shrub with yellow flowers

 
kl 

klá to open 
kleê ghost 
klèê rainbow 
klɔ́ hard 
klû to be blunt

 
ml 

mlɛ́ to crush
 
C + /ɾ/ sequences 
 
bɾ 

bɾâ to turn 
bɾɔ̂ to hold
bɾú to lose 

 
fɾ 

fɾɔ̂ to complete
fɾèé naked 
fɾí  to scourge 

 
gɾ 

gɾȉmȅ onion 
gɾé to scratch
kɔ̀ŋgɾɔɔ̀ ́ empty 

 
hɾ 

hɾu to jump, fly 
hɾɔ́ to loose, untie s.t.
hɾù̃ mucus 
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kɾ 
kɾú to crawl 
kɾɔ to weed 
kɾé to search

 
mɾ 

mɾù hyena
 
wɾ 

wɾé to drain 
wɾá to slash 
wɾɔ́ to descend

 
ʍɾ 

ʍɾa about to begin 
ʍɾî to meet up with someone
ʍɾé to peel, crush (skin) 

 
kpɾ 

kpɾâ to hit 
kpɾááta louse 
kpɾɔ̏kpɾɔ̏ struggle

 
gbɾ 

gbɾé fruit 
gbɾɔ̏ trivet 
gbɾȁ biting fly sp. 

 
ŋɾ 

ŋɾá to climb
 
In labialised Cɾ clusters /Cʷɾ/ C is restricted to velars and is always followed by front and central vowels; 
 
kʷɾ 

kʷɾèɲɟí measuring bowl
 
gʷɾ 

gʷɾâ rotten and smelling
 
ŋʷɾ 

nàáŋʷɾa chain
 
 
C + /r/ sequences 
 
pr 

prȕmprȕ powdery 
pre to catch pl
príta k.o. grass 
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br 
brâ to deceive 
braâ steep slope
brúbrú to be weak 

 
mr 

mra to be accustom to 
amraâ living site of a hare

 
tr 

trȅntrȅ describes s.t. semi-solid, e.g. porridge 
trá to pay, stir 
trɔ̂ to help bring load down from head 
trȕtrȕ to struggle 

 
dr 

drí s.t. that stays hard in cooking 
drȅ stick 
drɛ to survive calamity, to become wayward
mándrà okra 
drùùʃʷù dragonfly 
drɔ to travel, marry (women only) 

 
ʨr 

ʨrȁ describes s.t. that falls into a bush
 
 
cr 

crécré describes being scanty 
tʃàncrú k.o. bat 
cràmàá describes unbalanced standing position

 
ɟr 

ɾɔ̀ɟrú disturbance 
ɟràâ ɾèkʷè k.o. fire wood 
ɟrȁɲɟrȁɲɟrȁ describes one jumping out of excitement

 
kr 

krá to fry 
kre to mix
kru to fold

 
gr 

grȅ basket 
grɛ̂  to stumble

 
kpr 

kpré to break pl.
kprɛ̂ shower 

 
ŋr 

ŋrá to climb pl.
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ɲr 
ɲrá marriage 
ɲrú to plaster a surface

 
sr 

sra to stay 
srú to be cold 
srɔ̂ to re-cultivate

 
ʍr 

ʍrɛ̏ tight corner 
ʍrí to move s.t. close to oneself

 
 
In labialised Cr clusters, /Cʷr/, is always restricted to palatals and velars and can only be followed by front and central 
vowels; 
 
kʷr 

tɕèkʷrínȉ k.o. snake
 
jʷr 

jʷré dirty
 
cʷr 

cʷrícʷrícʷrí describes the singing of a bird
 
ɟʷr 

ɾidáɲɟʷrá k.o. vegetable leaf
 
ŋʷr 

ŋʷra to swallow
 
ɲʷr 

ɲʷra to lie down pl.
 
 
Prenasalisation 
 
Non-syllabic prenasalisation only occurs word-medially. Nasals in initial position are always syllabic and tone-
bearing. In medial and final position, syllabicity is unpredictable and is probably the result of former morpheme 
boundaries. 
 
Where nasalisation is non-tone bearing and hormorganic with the following consonant, it forms a closed syllable with 
the preceding vowel. Tone-bearing nasals contrast with non-tone-bearing nasals as in the following examples; 
 

kàn.ka different cè.ńcè carpet grass
ɔ́m.pɔ̀ ball bá.m̀ba side 
gbȁŋm.gbȁ too much gbá.ŋmgbà ̂ remote past 
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Examples of tone bearing nasals in initial position; 
 

ŋ̀mgbaŋ̀mgbaŋ᷇ the biggest
ŋkȁ ̏  speech 
ǹʃè snake 
ǹzè rain 
n̏tɕȕ chair 
n̄ʒí we 
mbȅ ̏  soil 
mbrù ̀  woman 

 
Examples of word-medial tone bearing nasals; 
 

kpà.ŋmkpaá ̀ ̂ clean and beautiful
tʃà.ńtʃàâ wet and cold 
tʃá.ǹdɔ́ place for cooking 
gbá.ŋmgbà ̂  since 
gbì.ŋmgbıı́ ̀ ̂  strong and healthy 
ì.ŋmgbiı́ ̂  k.o. shrub 
cȅ.ɲcé ̏  carpet grass 
mɛ.ɲ́cɛ̂ to be unable to do 
bá.mbà ̀ side 
gù.ŋguú ̀ ̂  hump 

 
Syllabic nasals 
 
All nasal consonants have syllabic and non-syllabic counterparts in initial position, but only the velar nasal shows this 
contrast in final position. However, examples are very rare; most occurrences of final -ŋ seem to derive from the verbal 
system and many CV citation forms seem to have a final –ŋ that is only realised in context. For example; 
 

hu/ŋ/ to know citation form 
huŋ ᷇ to know in sentence context 

huŋ ᷇ knowledge citation form and in sentence context
 

gbeŋ̀ ́  openly citation form and in sentence context 
 
Final –ŋ can also contrast in sentence context to mark tense/aspect; 
 

kpré to break pl. citation form and completive aspect in sentence context  
kpréŋ̄ to break pl. continuous aspect in sentence context 
kpréŋ̄ breakage citation form and in sentence context 

 
hɔ̂ to hear citation form and completive aspect in sentence context  
hɔŋ́ ̄  to hear continuous aspect in sentence context 
hɔŋ́ ̄  hearing citation form and in sentence context 

 
Example of non-syllabic final /ŋ/ 
 

ɲȁŋ rough
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2.3.3 Bilabial plosives 
 
/b/ is a voiced bilabial plosive with a palatal counterpart which occurs only before central and front vowels, except in b 
+ ɾ/r sequences; 
 
b + ɾ 

bɾâ to turn 
eebɾe k. o. tree 
bɾɔ̂ to hold 
bɾȕmbɾȕ blue (< English?)

 
b + r 

brɛ́ sorghum 
brî many 
brɔ̂ to tell story, preach 
brȕbrȕ describes fresh leaves 
brúbrú describes a weak human being

 
/b/ contrasts with /bʲ/ 
 

bɛ́ block off a hole bʲɛ́lı̀ belt (<English) 
bé come! lémbʲé clod of earth 
bám̀bà side bʲá to stick s.t. on s.t. else 

 
/b/ contrasts with /p/ before central and front vowels; 
 

bȁȁɾȁ wide paɾá feast 
bî to give birth píɾíɾí much, plenty
bé come! ʃèépé rice 

 
/p/ is a voiceless bilabial plosive with a palatal counterpart which usually occurs only before central and front vowels. 
However, there are some examples of words with back vowels which are probably recently borrowed. These are; 
 

pɔ̂ plastic bowl for children
ɔ́mpɔ̀ ball 
prȕmprȕ powdery 

 
/p/ contrasts with /pʲ/ in one case only; 
 

péɾí k.o. cloth pʲe to catch
 
/ψʲ/ /=psʲ/ was a sound formerly heard in a single word ψʲe ‘to catch’. However, this has disappeared in common speech 
to be replaced by /tsʲ/ in older people’s speech and /pʲ/ among the younger generation.  
 
/ʙ/ is a voiced bilabial flap 
 
/ʙ/ is not strictly used for this sound which is not currently recognised by the IPA. In articulatory terms it resembles the 
labio-dental flap  but the upper teeth do not come into contact with the lip. It is an extremely rare sound, only 
occurring in the following words; 
 

ʙȁȁ describes s.o. vomiting, sound of a sling 
ʙèéʙèéʙèé describes s.t. neat or clean 
ʙȉgȉdȉ describes a liquid that is thick and sticky
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Contrasts with /b/ emerge from the following; 
 

bȁȁɾȁ wide 
bé to come 
bí to loose, untie, have

 
/ɓ/ might be part of the preglottalised series but is here symbolised as an implosive. There is only a single attestation of 
this sound; 
 
/b/ in contrast with /ɓ/ 
 

bɛ́ to block up a hole ɓɛ́ father
 
 
2.3.4 Bilabial nasals 
 
/m/ is a bilabial nasal with a palatalised and labialised counterpart; 
 
/m/ contrasts with /mʲ/ before central and mid front vowels; 
 

mɛ to hold tightly mʲɛ to learn
mé to suck ɾȅmʲȅ oil 
ma too mʲa dew 

 
/m/ contrasts with /mʷ/ before central and mid front vowels; 
 

ma too mʷa measure sg. 
mé to suck mʷe to meet 
mì to laugh, measure pl. mʷi to swell, to be angry

 
However, /mʷ/ is only a contrastive phoneme in older people’s speech. Among young people mʷa becomes ma and mʷ 
+ mid front vowel becomes ŋm. 
 
[ɱ] is a labial-dental nasal. It is a positional allophone of \m\ occurring only before voiced and voiceless labial-dental 
fricatives. It can either be homorganic or syllabic and tone-bearing. 
 

fȅɱfȅ bran éɱve grandchild 
ɱfȁ ̏  roasting in traditional earth oven ʧáɱ̀vè ram 
ɱ̀fúlȕ k.o. disease ɱ̀vá side 
  ɱ̀vʲɛ̀ɛ́tɔ́ frog 

 
[ɱ] without a tone mark is treated as homorganic. 
 
 
2.3.5 Labial dental fricatives 
 
The labial dental fricatives /f/ and /v/ contrast in all environments; 
 

fɔ̂ to take vɔ̀ cap 
fú to paint vú to break sg. 
fȉ k.o. grass vî to harvest edible leaves 
fá(ŋ) clause-final affirmative tag vá hand 
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/f/ and /v/ can be palatalised before the open-mid vowel /ɛ/ There is a contrastive pair for /v/ and /vʲ/ in a near-identical 
environment but not for /f/. Even so, this may well be phonemic rather than conditioned opposition. 
 
/f/ and /fʲ/ 
 

/fá(ŋ)/ clause-final affirmative tag /fʲɛ́/ to pull 
 
/v/ and /vʲ/  
 

/ɱ̀vɛɛ̀ ̂ / rizga /ɛvʲɛɛ̂/ to paint
 
2.3.6 Alveolars 
 
Alveolar plosives only occur before central and mid front vowels except where there are t +r and d + r sequences; 
 
/t/ is a voiced alveolar plosive which occurs in front of all vowels; 
 

ti to tell 
té to send 
tɛ́ to chew s.t. hard 
tá leg 
tɔ́ to run, leak 
tȕndȕ to feel relief 
tùntu women’s former hairstyle
túntú weak, incapable, lazy 

 
/t/ contrasts with /d/; 
 

tí to remove sg. dî to see 
té to send dê to praise
tɛ́ to eat s.t. hard dɛ̀ mother 
tá leg dàâ cutlass 
tú to be less than the size of s.t. dúdú near 

 
/d/ is a voiced alveolar plosive occurring before all vowels; 
 

dî to see 
dê to praise 
dɛ̀ mother 
’dánɾʲẫ worm 
dùndu heel 
dúdú near 
dúkɔ̀ headtie 
dû cupping horn 
dùɾu k.o.grasshopper 
dɔ́ɾɔ́ɾɔ́ describes s.t. full to the brim
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2.3.7 Fricatives 
 
/s/ is a voiceless alveolar fricative 
 
/s/ contrasts with /z/  
 

sɛ̂ to buy sg. zɛ̂ age mates 
sî to buy pl. zî to throw pl.
sé until zè up 
sra to sit ìzràâ antelope sp.

 
/s/ contrasts with /ʃ/, but only before front and central vowels; 
 

sá to keep, to place s.t. on s.t. ʃá to fix pl. 
sî to buy pl. ʃî to agree 
sê iron ankle rattle ʃê to shift s.t. pl.
sɛ̂ to buy sg. ʃɛ̂ to close 

 
/s/ contrasts with /ts/, but only before front and central vowels; 
 

sí shine tsî to plant 
sá keep, place s.o. on tsá to cut down a plant
sê iron ankle rattle tsê to expose, scald 

 
/z/ is a voiced alveolar fricative 
 
/z/ contrasts with /ʒ/ before front and central vowels 
 

ezé thunder eʒé thorn 
zè up ʒé termite 
zî to throw pl. ʒî quails 
ȉȉzȁ horse gear ʒá to filter

 
/ts/ is a voiceless alveolar affricate with a palatal counterpart /tsʲ/ 
 
/ts/ contrasts with /tsʲ/ only before /e/. Otherwise they are in complementary distribution, [ts] before high vowels and 
[tsʲ] before mid vowels. 
 

tsê scald tsʲé to ferment 
  tsʲɛ̂ to find, discover, blow musical instrument 

  tsʲɔ́ to join 

  tsʲɔŋ́ ̀kù to rebuke /?/ 
tsî to plant, black ant sp.   
tsû to gather   

 
/ts/ contrasts with /tʃ/ 
 

tsî to plant, black ant sp. tʃî sweat 
tsê scald tʃê knives 
tsá to cut sg. tʃá to cut pl.
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/tʃ/ is a voiceless post-alveolar affricate which only occurs with front vowels; 
 
/tʃ/ contrasts with a sequence of /tʃ/ + /i/ (/tʃʲ/) which results from the palatalisation of /tʃ/. However, the /i/ is non-
syllabic in the resultant  /i/ + V sequences; 
 

tʃé life tʃieê walk 
ne tʃé force etʃié hoe 
tʃɛ́ love tʃiɛ́ to cut 
ɾitʃɛ́ charcoal tʃiɛ́ feather 
tʃá to cut ɾuhú ɾitʃiaâ plant sp.

 
This sequence only occurs before front and central vowels. /tsʲ/ is still in use among the older generation but is 
disappearing among younger speakers and being replaced by /sʲ/. 
 
/tʃ/ contrasts with /dʒ/  
 

ǹtʃé alive ǹdʒé 1st p. sg. 
tʃé life dʒèê promise 
tʃéntʃé true dʒendʒe to be intelligent 
tʃìntʃí suffering dʒíndʒí doubting, be unintelligent

 
/dʒ/ is a voiced post-alveolar affricate which occurs with all vowels; 
 
/dʒ/ contrasts with (/dʒʲ/) [or alternatively a sequence of /dʒ/ + /i/]  which results from the palatalisation of /dʒ/. Unlike 
/tʃ/ it is possible to have a sequence with syllabic, tone-bearing /i/ + V, although contrastive pairs are only found before 
/e/ and /ɛ/; 
 
Sequence of syllabic /i/ + /e/ 
 

dʒèê promise éndʒīè calabash
 
Sequence of non-syllabic /i/ + /e/ 
 

dʒɛ̏dʒɛ̏ tall dʒiɛ̀ɾìjʷì dove
 
/ʃ/ is a voiceless post-alveolar fricative with a labialised counterpart which only occurs before front and central vowels; 
 
/ʃ/ and /ʒ/ contrast, but only before front and central vowels; 
 

ìʃí younger ìʒí insect 
ʃé to thresh ʒé termite 
ʃî to agree ʒî quails 
ʃá transplanting ʒá to filter

 
/ʃʷ/ is a labialised voiceless post-alveolar fricative which can occur before all vowels; 
 

ʃʷí bee 
ʃʷé to drink 
ʃʷɛ̂ aches 
ʃʷá ten 
ʃʷɔ́ to dance
ʃʷȕnʃʷȕ chaff 
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/ʃ/ and /ʃʷ/ contrast, but only before front and central vowels; 
 

ʃî to agree ʃʷí bee 
ʃé to thresh ʃʷé to drink 
ʃe to find, discover, realise ʃʷe to be satisfied
ʃɛ̂ to close ʃʷɛ̂ aches 
ʃá to fix, dress ʃʷá ten 

 
/ʒ/ is a voiced post-alveolar fricative with a labialised counterpart which only occurs before front and central vowels; 
 
/ʒ/ and /ʒʷ/ contrast, but only before front vowels; 
 

ʒé termite ʒʷé seed 
nʒí we ǹʒʷî locust beans 
ʒɛ to cuddle, hush s.o. ʒʷɛ́ to push through a hole 

 
/ʒʷ/ is a labialised voiceless post-alveolar fricative which can occur before all vowels; 
 

ǹʒʷî locust beans 
ʒʷé seed 
ʒʷɛ́ to push s.t. through a hole sg.
ʒʷá to push s.t. through a hole pl. 
ʒʷɔ to be too much 
ʒʷû millet 

 
/ð/ is a voiced dental fricative with a palatalised counterpart /ðʲ/ 
 
This sound is not completely equivalent to the typical interdental fricatives of English, as the tongue does not protrude 
between the teeth. It has a noticeable friction and was written dz in the preliminary orthography. The palatal form is 
common, but non-palatal /ð/ only occurs in one word, a personal name. /ð/ is still in use among the older generation 
but is disappearing among younger speakers and being replaced by /z/ and /ðʲ/ by /zʲ/ (see also /ts/) 
 
/ð/ contrasts with /ðʲ/  in the single case 
 

ðì name of person ðʲɛ́ to despise s.o.
 
/ð/ contrasts with /z/ 
 

ðì name of person zì placenta
 
/ðʲ/ contrasts with /z/ 
 

ðʲɛ̏ swamp, marshland  zɛ̂ youth
ðʲɔ̂ to spoil, destroy zûnzrû one 
ðʲé cooked, exclamation of greeting zè up 

 
/ðʲ/ contrasts with /tsʲ/ 
 

ðʲɛ̏ swamp, marshland  tsʲɛ́ to cut down pl. 
ɾàðʲâ fresh milk tsʲé to ferment, shoot 
ðʲé cooked, exclamation of greeting ǹtsʲɛ̀ horse 

 
although there is only one example of this contrast.  
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Additional examples of /ðʲ/ 
 

ɾàðʲâ fresh milk 
ɾèðʲê righteousness

 
 
2.3.9 Nasals 
 
/n/ is an alveolar nasal 
 
/n/ can be syllabic and tone-bearing or homorganic with the following consonant and without its own tone. When 
followed by another consonant, /n/ is always syllabic in initial position, but may be either syllabic or homorganic 
elsewhere in the word. 
 
/n̩/ contrasts with /n-/ 
 

ǹyî presence of ɲi you (pl.) 
ǹdʒé I éndʒiè calabash 
n̏dȁ lizard tándá shallow 
n̏kȁ speech kànká different 

 
/n/ contrasts with /ɲ/ 
 

ní that ɲí you pl. 
ne with ɲe to uproot pl. 
nɛ́ go! ɲɛ́ who? 
na to stretch s.t., to give a gift ɲȁŋ rough 
nɔ to build ɲɔ̂ Exclamation imagining s.t. terrible will happen 

 
/n/ contrasts with /ŋ/ 
 

na to stretch s.t., to give a gift ŋa to uproot sg.
nu to dislocate ŋû he/she/it 

 
/ɲ/ is a palatal nasal 
 
Uniquely among Rigwe consonants, it shows a length contrast. This probably arose because /ɲ/ was analysed as the 
appropriate homorganic nasal before /ɲ/. Thus; 
 
/ɲ/ contrasts with /ɲɲ/ before front and central vowels; 
 

ɲe to uproot pl. ɲɲé across 
ɲɛ́ who   
ɲàɲá rough ɲɲá to press sg.
ɲȁŋ rough ɲɲȁ uncle 

 
However, there is an additional contrast with geminate /ɲ +ɲ/ where the first /ɲ/ is tone-bearing. 
 

ɲí you (pl.) ɲ̄.ɲî teeth
 
Remarkably, it is also possible to precede long /ɲɲ/ with a third syllabic /ɲ̩/; 
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ɲɛ́ who ɲɲɛ́ to press pl., to bury ɲ̀.ɲɲɛ animal
    ɲ̀.ɲʷa cow 

 
/ɲ/ contrasts with /ŋ/ 
 

ɲȁŋ rough ŋa to uproot sg. 
ɲɔ̂ Exclamation imagining s.t. terrible will happen ŋû he/she/it 

 
/ŋ/ is a velar nasal with both labialised and labial-palatalised variants; 
 
/ŋ/ contrasts with /ŋʷ/ 
 

ŋa to uproot sg. ŋʷa to give 
ŋû he/she/it ŋʷɛ̂ you sg. 
ŋrá to climb pl. ŋʷra to swallow

 
/ŋʷʲ/ is extremely rare and occurs only before the mid-front vowel; 
 

ŋʷʲɛ́ world 
ɛ̀ŋʷʲɛ́ sin, offence
ɾɛ̂ŋʷʲɛ̂ forest 

 
However, it cannot be treated as conditioned in the light of the following contrast between /ŋʷ/ and /ŋʷʲ/; 
 

ŋʷɛ̂ you sg. ŋʷʲɛ̂ guinea-corn
 
 
2.3.10 Palatal Affricates 
 
/ʨ/ is a voiceless palatal affricate with a labialised counterpart 
 
/ʨ/ contrasts with /ʨʷ/ before most vowels; 
 

ʨé to beat, seed/tuber ʨʷé neck 
ǹʨɛ money ǹʨʷɛ̀ blindness pl.
n̏ʨȁ boy/girlfriend ǹʨʷà salt 
ʨɔ́ anus ʨʷɔ́ work 

 
/ʨ/ contrasts with /tʃ/ before front and central vowels; 
 

n̏ʨȁ boy/girlfriend n̏tʃȁ theft 
ǹʨɛ money ǹtʃɛ̀ k. o. yam 
ʨí to insult, sew tʃí to cause s.t. to happen, become 
ʨé to beat, seed/tuber tʃé life 

 
/ʨ/ contrasts with /c/ as follows; 
 

ʨí to insult, sew cí to prepare k.o. vegetable salad 
ʨé to beat, seed/tuber ce to share, distribute 
ǹʨɛ money cɛ́ to cultivate land 
ʨú today cu to wash 
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2.3.11 Laterals, flaps and trills 
 
/ɾ/ is an alveolar flap with labial and palatal counterparts 
 
/ɾ/ and  /ɾʲ/ contrast as follows; 
 

ɾé to touch ɾʲé year, heart
ɾɛ insufficient ɾʲɛ́ to sell 
ɾá to refuse, reject ɾʲâ to hang 
ɾɔ́ fire ɾʲɔ́ to bite 

 
/ɾ/ and  /ɾʷ/ contrast, but only before front and central vowels; 
 

ɾî to see ɾʷí to slap
ɾé to touch ɾʷé to tie 
ɾɛ insufficient ɾʷɛ body 
ɾá to refuse, reject /’/ɾʷâ bell 

 
/ɾ/ contrasts with /r/ 
 

ɾé to touch re to play 
ɾá to refuse, reject ra to bring food from the granary 
ɾɔ́ fire rɔ́ bitter 
ɾû rope rú to become soft by soaking 

 
/r/ is an alveolar trill with labial and palatal counterparts 
 
/r/ and /rʲ/ contrast in a single case; 
 

rà emphatic particle rʲâ to touch (repeatedly)
 
/rʲ/ only occurs in this one word. However, some people use /ɾʲâ/ for /rʲâ/ and in their speech the contrast disappears. 
 
/r/ contrasts with /rʷ/ 
 

re to play rʷé to tie pl.
 
/rʷ/ only occurs in this one word. 
 
/l/ is a voiced alveolar lateral 
 
/l/ and /lʲ/ contrast only before mid front vowels; 
 

lɛ̀lɛ́ dirty lʲɛ̀lʲɛ̀ soft 
lé to lick  lʲélʲé smooth

 
/lʲ/ only occurs in these two words. 
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/l/ contrasts with /r/ as follows; 
 

la to hide ra to bring food from granary
lé to lick re to play 
lɔ́ name rɔ́ bitter 
lú to push rú to become soft by soaking 

 
/l/ contrasts with /ɾ/ as follows; 
 

la to hide ɾá to refuse, reject
lé to lick ɾé to touch sg. 
lɔ́ name ɾɔ́ fire 
lu remember ɾû rope 

 
/ɬ/ is a voiceless alveolar lateral fricative. It can occur before all vowels; 
 

ɬí to sieve 
ɬìî k.o. bird 
ɬɛ́ to pound s.t. fresh, to weed
ɬá to tear 
ɬɔ̂ to revive 
ɬû to pour gently 

 
/ɬ/ and /l/ contrast as follows; 
 

ɬê to jump lé to lick 
ɬɔ̂ to revive lɔ́ name 
ɬá to tear la to hide 
ɬu to frighten lu to remember

 
Lateral fricatives are typical of Chadic languages and not of Plateau, which points to loanwords. However, Rigwe is 
not in contact with Chadic languages today, except for Hausa, which has no lateral fricatives. The presence of 
abundant lateral fricatives in Rigwe in fundamental vocabulary items strongly suggests intense contact with a now-
vanished Chadic language. 
 
 
2.3.12 Palatals 
 
/c/ is a voiceless palatal plosive with labial and palatal counterparts only occurring before front and central vowels; 
 
/c/ contrasts with /cʲ/ as follows; 
 

cá something cʲá to save 
cɛ́ to farm cʲɛ̂ to call pl.
ce to share cʲe to select 

 
/c/ contrasts with /cʷ/ as follows; 
 

ce to share cʷe Exclamation of greeting ‘Did you sleep well?’ 
cí to prepare vegetable salad cʷí to doze 
  cʷɔ̂ to pack pl. 
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/ɟ/ is a voiced palatal plosive with labial and palatal counterparts; 
 
/ɟ/ contrasts with /ɟʲ/ as follows; 
 

ììɟê locust íɟʲé cliff ɟʲê to belch
ɟá name of a person ɟʲàâ prison   

 
/ɟʲ/ only occurs in these three words. 
 
/ɟ/ contrasts with /ɟʷ/ as follows; 
 

ɟɛ to wrap s.t. ɟʷɛ̀ɛ̂ tick
/ɟʷ/ occurs only in this word. 
 
 
2.3.13 Velars 
 
/k/ is a voiceless velar plosive occurring before all vowels; 
 
/k/ contrasts with /kʷ/ 
 

ka to separate kʷá to pull 
kí TAM remote past kʷí death pl.
ŋ̀ké this  ŋ̀kʷê navel 
kɛ to insist kʷɛ̂ to dig 

 
/k/ contrasts with /g/ 
 

ka to separate gà cross-ridge 
kɔ́ to pack pl. gɔ̏ k.o. snake 
kû to close gû to cause to fall
ŋ̀ké this ŋ̀gè thing 

 
/k/ contrasts with /c/ as follows; 
 

kí TAM remote past cí to prepare k.o. vegetable salad 
kɛ to insist cɛ́ to cultivate land 
kû to close cu to wash 
ka to separate cá something 
n̏kȁ speech ǹcà grains 
kàŋká different ànca things 

 
 
/g/ is a voiced velar plosive 
 
/g/ contrasts with /gʷ/ before front and central vowels; 
 

gà cross ridge gʷâ to bend 
gí TAM ’gʷî female name
ŋ̀gè thing ŋ̏gʷɛ̏ chief, king 

 
No example of non-preglottalised /gʷ/ preceding a high front vowel has been found and this may be a case of free 
variation. 
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/g/ and /ɟ/ contrast as follows; 
 

gí TAM completed aspect ɟìî axe 
ŋ̀gè thing ììɟê locust 
gà name of a person ɟá name of a person 
gɔ̏ snake sp. ɟɔ̏ place for storing things in kitchen 
gȕ yam ɟû name of a hill 

 
 
2.3.14 Approximants 
 
/w/ is a voiced labial velar approximant 
 
/w/ contrasts with /ʍ/ before front and central vowels; 
 

wé to leave ʍé wound 
wí to lose ʍí new 
wa to pour ʍã to pinch

 
/wʲ/ only occurs before the mid-front vowels. 
 
/w/ contrasts with /wʲ/ as follows; 
 

wé leave wʲé to write, pain 
wɛ́ not wʲɛ́ sexual intercourse

 
/wʲ/ occurs only in these words and in /ǹwʲé/ ‘place’. 
 
 
/ʍ/ is a voiceless labial velar fricative with a palatal variant; 
 

aʍá bowl
ʍí new 

 
/ʍʲ/ only occurs before the mid-front vowels 
 
/ʍ/ contrasts with /ʍʲ/; 
 

ʍé wound ʍʲe to read, count, iron s.t. 
ʍɛ̂ friend ʍʲɛ́ to rub, scrub, polish, remain

 
only in these words and /eʍʲé/ ‘stomach, mind’. 
 
/ʍ/ contrasts with /h/ 
 

ʍé wound he to say 
ʍɔ̃́  swollen joint hɔ̂ to hear 
aʍá bowl áhà because

 
/j/ is a palatal approximant with a labialised variant. 
 
/j/ and /jʷ/ contrast, but only before front and central vowels; 
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jâ food jʷa to go 
ji to clean jʷí black 
jɛ́ interrogative particle jʷɛ to throw pl. 
jé to eat jʷé to lose weight, to become thin 

 
/jʷ/ has a voiceless counterpart /j˳ʷ/ but contrasts with it only before front and central vowels; 
 

jʷa to go j˳ʷá to blow 
jʷí black j˳ʷî kill pl., gruel 
jʷɛ to throw pl. j˳ʷɛ́ kill sg., moon 
jʷé to become thin j˳ʷê thin metallic rod for hair plaiting 

 
2.3.15 Labial-velars 
 
/kp/ is a voiceless labial-velar plosive 
 
/kp/ contrasts with /p/ 

kpàɾá end paɾá feast 
kpíri s.t. remaining píɾíɾí much, plenty
kpré to break pl. pre to catch pl. 

 
 
/kp/ contrasts with /kʷ/ 

kpé to pound kʷé to rub s.t.
kpɛ̂ to lick kʷɛ̂ to dig 
kpí to pluck pl. kʷí to die pl. 
kpâ pounding kʷá to pull pl. 

 
/gb/ is a voiced labial-velar plosive 
 
/gb/ contrasts with /b/ 
 

gbî afterbirth pains, to raise bî to give birth 
gbɾé fruit in general bɾȅbɾȅ describes a flame flickering 
gbɛ́ to shake bɛ́ to block up a hole 
gbɾɔ̏ trivet bɾɔ̂ to hold 
gbɾȁ biting fly sp. bɾâ to turn 

 
/gb/ contrasts with /gʷ/ 
 

gbɛ́ to shake gʷɛ to make a booming sound 
gbágbá describes being protective gʷâ to bend 
gbéŋmgbé together gʷê monkey sp. 

 
/ŋm/ is a voiced labial velar nasal. It can be either a syllabic nasal bearing a tone or non-syllabic and homorganic with 
the following consonant. It can occur either word-initially or word –medially. 
 
Examples of non-syllabic ŋm-  
 

kpȅŋmkpȅ viscous 
ŋme / mʷe to meet (youth / elders respectively)
gbȁŋmgbȁ too much 
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ŋm- is the homorganic nasal preceding the labial-velar /kp/ which is highly unusual. /kp/ normally takes an alveolar 
nasal /n/, realised as /ŋ/ in most related languages. 
 
Note contrast with; 

gbáŋmgbà ̂ remote past
 
where the word-medial labial-velar is syllabic. 
 
Examples of syllabic /ŋm/ 
 

ŋ̀mgba big 
ŋ̀mgbɔ stick 
kpàŋ́mkpàâ clean 
gbáŋmgbà ̂  remote past
ŋ̀mkpê load 

 
where /ŋm/ is syllabic and tone-bearing it also occurs before /kp/ as its homorganic counterpart. 
 
Non-syllabic /ŋm/ may sometimes be used by the younger generation in place of /mʷ/. E.g; 
 

 ŋme for mʷe meeting
 ŋmi for mʷi to swell 

 
 
2.3.16 Glottals 
 
/h/ is a glottal fricative with a palatalised counterpart; 
 
/h/ and /hʲ/ only contrast in a single example; 
 

he to say ìíhʲẽ̏ owl
 
and /hʲ/ only occurs in this one word. 
 
 
2.4 Lexical variation 
 
Between Rigwe villages there are small variations in pronunciation and tone, but these are not extensive enough to set 
up consistent dialect variation. For example, Miango people say /lédè/ pig, while Kwall people say /lèédè/; Miango 
people say /re/ play, Kwall people say /reê/. The people of Iishwo (Southern Kaduna) say /gbɾùgbù/ dwarf, while all 
other Rigwe say /gɾìgbɔ̀/ . 
 
 
2.5 Synchronic variation 
 
Rigwe, like other Plateau languages is constantly renewing its phonological system and there are some notable 
differences reflecting age and generation. Some examples are as follows; 
 
/bʷ/ among the older generation is now pronounced /v/.  
 

goat bʷè → vè
hand bʷá → vá
song bʷé → vé
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/ŋm/ is sometimes used by the younger generation in place of /mʷ/; 
 

meeting mʷe → ŋme
to swell mʷi → ŋmi 

 
/ð/ and /ðʲ/ are disappearing among younger speakers and being replaced by /z/ and /zʲ/; 
 
 
3. Tone 

 
Rigwe has four tones and at least two falling glide tones; 
 

High ˊ 
Mid Unmarked 
Mid over a syllabic nasal ¯ 
Low ˋ 
Extra-Low ˵ 
Falling ^ 
High-mid fall ᷇ 

 
There are apparently no rising tones. 
 
Four-way contrasts are rare but the following example shows a contrastive set on a CV syllable;  
 

tá leg 
ta to arrange 
tà place of lower altitude
tȁ belt 

 
In connected speech, extra low tone is raised to low, but normal low and extra low tone are easily distinguished in 
plural formations. Consider the examples below; 
 
Words with normal low tone; 
 

Gloss sg. pl. 
baboon glɛ̀ glɛ́ 
hyena mɾù mɾú 
man ǹ̩tɔ̀ n̩̄tɔ́ 
woman mbru̩ ̀ ̀  mbru̩ ̄ ́  
lizard’ ŋgrā ̀ ʃʷɔ̀ ŋgrā ́ ʃʷɔ́
donkey ǹzɛɛcı̀ ́ ́ n̄zɛcı́ ́ 
frog ɱ̀vʲɛɛ̀ ́tɔ́ n̄vʲɛ́tɔ́ 

 
Words with extra low tone; 
 

Gloss sg. pl. 
catfish zrȉ zrî
basket grȅ grê
knife tʃȅ tʃê
chair n̩̏ʨȕ n̩̄ʨû
king ŋ̏gʷɛ̏ ŋ̄gwɛ̂
scar ŋ̏mgbɛ̏ ŋ̄mgbɛ̂
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Extra low becomes Low in a sentence context. For example, grȅ ‘basket’ becomes grè; 
 

níŋ ŋʷà grè ànà 
to me give basket that
give me that basket 

 
Most cases of falling tone are High-Low. However, the tone on some word-final velar nasals is High-Mid (  ᷇) in 
sentence context. For example; 
 

huŋ᷇ knowledge
tiŋ ᷇ telling 
cɛ́ŋ᷇ cultivating 
mʲɛŋ ᷇ learning 

 
There appear to be no true rising tones in Rigwe although they can occur phonetically as a consequence of a sequence 
of two identical vowels. Thus; 
 

tɛ̀ɛ́ first steps of a child
ǹzɛɛcı̀ ́ ́ donkey 
ɱ̀vʲɛɛ̀ ́tɔ́ frog 
ɬèé toad 

 
Rising tones do not occur on the citation form of single vowels but are heard phonetically as CVŋ sequences following 
tone perturbations on pronouns in the context of sentences when they are the object of mid-tone verbs. Thus; 
 

tī to tell 
gí tìŋ́ tell him 
ɾé tīŋ́ tell them

 
mʲɛ̄ to teach 
gí mʲɛŋ̀ ́ teach him 
ɾé mʲɛŋ̄ ́ teach them

 
The low tone on the singular verbs stems reflects the Rigwe system of verbal plurality. When the verbal object is 
singular the mid-tone on the stem is lowered. 
 
 
4. Conclusion 

 
The Rigwe language is remarkable for the diversity of its phonemes and their modifications and the number of 
potential contrasts in C1 position. In this it bears comparison with Khoesan and the languages of the Caucasus. The 
source of this large inventory is not clear and most neighbouring languages have nothing like so rich a set. Further 
work on the morphology and grammar of the language as well as comparison with neighbouring languages (many of 
which are poorly described) may throw some light on this situation.  
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